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ABSTRACT
Since its inception, the European Fusion Programme has been orientated towards the
establishment of the knowledge base needed for the definition of a reactor to be used for
power production. Its ultimate goal is then to demonstrate the scientific and the technological
feasibility of fusion power while incorporating the assessment of the safety, environmental,
social and economic features of this type of energy source.
At present, the JET device, the largest tokamak in the world, and the other mediumsized experimental machines are contributing essentially to the basic scientific phase of this
development path. Their successful operation greatly contributed to support the design basis
of ITER, the next step in fusion, which will aim to demonstrate the scientific and technical
feasibility of fusion power production by achieving extended D-T burning plasma operation.
Following ITER, the conception and construction of the DEMO device is planned. DEMO
will be a demonstration power plant which will be the first fusion device to generate a
significant amount of electrical power from fusion.
This paper describes the status of fusion research and the European strategy for
achievement of the ultimate goal of construction of a prototype reactor.
1

INTRODUCTION

Fusion is a promising, safe and environmentally friendly source of energy which could
play a major role in the future energy mix.
From its genesis in the 50’s fusion has held out the possibility of a limitless source of
energy. However harnessing fusion has so far proved to be an extremely challenging task,
expectations in the early 70’s where greater than they turned out to be both from the physics
and engineering standpoints. Still, in the last decades, great progress has been made in this
field of research. This progress has now brought us to the point where we are ready to take a
very important step: to build and operate a burning plasma experiment.
Of all the possible fusion reactions the one between deuterium and tritium is by far the
easiest. In this, the thermal plasma must have a temperature in the range of 10 to 100 keV and
two fusion products are generated: a 14 MeV neutron, absorbed by the nuclear shielding
around the plasma, and a 3.5 MeV alpha particle that helps sustain the reaction as its energy is
reabsorbed by the plasma.
With respect to fuel availability, while the naturally available amount of Deuterium is
practically inexhaustible, Tritium is a short-lived atom which ß-decays with a half-life of 12.3
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years. However the neutron produced by the D-T fusion reaction provides a means of closing
the fuel cycle by arranging for its (the neutron’s) capture by a lithium (Li) nucleus. In this
way T can be bred within the fusion plant itself by the reactions (n, Li).
The final target of fusion research is to obtain a fusion amplification energy factor Q
(the ratio between fusion-produced power and the input power) of the order of 40-50. This
condition is reached in a plasma when the triple product ni*Ti*τE (ion density, ion temperature
and energy confinement time, respectively) is of the order of 1021 – 1022 keV·s/m3.
The need to achieve such high temperatures in the plasma, for a sufficiently long time,
is the source of all the difficulties: how is it possible to heat and confine the nuclei at
temperature higher than 100 million degrees? One possibility is to use magnetic confinement
based on the well-known property of magnetic field to bend the trajectory of ions and
electrons. Among different types of magnetic configurations tested since early 1950s, the best
results with respect to the capability to confine the plasma have been obtained in a toroidal
configuration with a helical pattern of magnetic field lines (see Fig. 1).

Fig. 1: Magnetic field lines in a toroidal configuration
2

THE TOKAMAK

The Tokamak [1] represents by far the foremost line of magnetic confinement fusion
research in Europe and in the rest of the world. In this type of device the plasma is confined
by a combination of a strong (a few Tesla) toroidal magnetic field generated by toroidal field
(TF) coils and a poloidal magnetic field produced by high toroidal electric current induced in
the plasma ring by an external transformer (see Fig. 2).
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Fig. 2: The Tokamak Concept
The basic plasma heating method in a Tokamak is the ohmic heating due to the current
flowing in the plasma. Nevertheless this heating system on its own is insufficient to reach the
temperature required to generate sufficient fusion reactions (10-20 keV); consequently
additional heating methods are required. They are based on the injection of D or T atoms with
very high energy (neutral injection) or of radio frequency waves at frequencies where the
energy absorption from the plasma is high (resonances). Once the plasma is heated
sufficiently, for example in a power reactor, the α-particles produced by the D-T reactions do
provide most of the heat to sustain losses and hence maintain the required plasma
temperature.
Regrettably, steady state plasma conditions cannot be reached in a Tokamak if the
plasma current is sustained only by inductive means (where the plasma is the secondary of a
transformer). Alternative non-inductive current drive using neutral beam of D and T and/or
resonant radio frequencies are therefore being investigated.
The main components of a Tokamak reactor are:
• The Blanket, which surrounds the plasma, absorbs most of the nuclear generated power,
shields the surrounding components, and possibly breeds Tritium (Breeding Blanket –
BB). The part of the blanket facing the plasma is called First Wall (FW) and is subject to
severe loading conditions, posing difficult engineering challenges.
• The Divertor, which helps maintaining plasma purity, defines the plasma boundary and
helps exhaust Helium ashes.
• The Vacuum Vessel (VV), which provides the primary boundary, maintains the high
degree of vacuum needed for operations and further shields the external components.
• The Magnet, composed by a toroidal field magnet (TF - in the order of a few Tesla) and a
poloidal field Magnet (PF). The magnet helps defining the plasma shape and provides
confinement and stability to the plasma. The magnet, in a large fusion reactor, needs to be
superconductive to limit joule losses which would be intolerable with a copper conductor.
The operating temperature of these components is therefore close to the absolute zero
(cooled by supercritical helium) and hence the requirements of shielding on blanket and
vacuum vessel.
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EUROPEAN FUSION PROGRAMME

3.1

Strategy

The long term strategy of the European Fusion Programme was originally established in
1983 [2] and is still considered as valid today. It is based on well-defined steps involving the
demonstration of, first, the scientific, then, the technological and, finally, the economic
feasibility of a fusion reactor.
At present the Joint European Torus (JET), the world’s largest Tokamak, and the
medium-size machines in the associated European laboratories are contributing essentially to
the basic scientific phase of this development path. While their successful operation has
facilitated the design of ITER, the next step in fusion which will follow on to demonstrate the
scientific and technological feasibility of fusion power production achieving extended burn of
D-T plasma.
ITER will not address all the technologies needed for a fusion reactor, therefore, in
parallel to its construction and exploitation, a “Long Term Technology Program” should be
developed mainly on the areas of Structural Materials, BB, divertor and FW component. In
addition, an International Fusion Material Irradiation Facility (IFMIF) should be constructed
and operated in parallel to ITER to qualify the structural materials required for the
construction of DEMO (see Fig. 3), a demonstration power plant which shall generate
significant amount of electrical power from fusion.

Fig. 3: Fusion Power Reactor Scheme
3.2

JET and the present medium-sized machines

Owing to its significant size, capability to operate with D-T, and its ITER-like plasma
configurations, the JET device (see Fig. 4) has still the potential to make unique contributions
to the ITER program. The principal parameters of JET are given in table 1.
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Fig. 4: JET – The Plasma Chamber
Table 1: Parameters of JET and ITER
JET

ITER

Major radius (m)

3

6.2

Minor radius (m)

1.3

2.0

Plasma volume (m3)

~ 140

837

Plasma current (MA)

4-7

15

3.45 - 4

5.3

Plasma inductive burn time (s)

~ 25

≥ 300

Average neutron wall loading (MW/m²)

<0.2

> 0.5

30

500

On-axis toroidal field (T)

Total fusion power (MW)

JET and the (now decommissioned) Tokamak machine at Princeton (TFTR) are the
only two devices where a few limited campaigns in D-T have been performed. JET reached
16 MW of fusion power in 1997 following the 11 MW of TFTR in 1994. The α-particle
heating in JET amounted to about 15% of the input power to the plasma corresponding to a Q
≅ 0.75.
Together with JET many dedicated research Tokamaks aimed to provide additional data
of the design, construction and operation of the next step. To name some, DIII-D in the US,
JT-60 in Japan, ASDEX-U at Garching (Germany), TORE SUPRA at Cadarache (France),
FTU at Frascati (Italy) and MAST at Culham (England).
In addition to the Tokamak line of research, an alternative configuration, the
“Stellerator” concept, is also considered in the fusion programme. In such devices suitable
coils with complex geometry are used to produce the overall helical magnetic field
configuration to confine the plasma. The major advantage of this concept is that no electrical
current in the plasma is required to define the complete helical magnetic configuration - the
absence of the plasma current easily allowing steady-state operation. However, the drawbacks
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of this concept include its geometrical complexity and a plasma performance, obtained in the
present experiments, being not yet at the same level of the Tokamak. In Europe the TJ-11
stellerator is in operation at Madrid (Spain) and an important machine, the Wendelstein 7-X,
is under construction in Greifswald (Germany).
Another alternative configuration is the reversed field pinch (RFP): an axisymmetric
toroidal system in which higher plasma pressure with respect to other concepts can be
obtained. A RFP device is in operation at RFX Padua (Italy).
3.3

The next step: ITER

The ITER Conceptual Design Activities (CDA) started in 1988 with the aim to select
the device requirements and parameters. From 1992 until 1998 the European Union (EU),
Japan (JA), the Russian Federation (RF) and the United States of America (US) joined forces
in the frame of the Engineering Design Activity (EDA) phase and developed the design of a
machine thought to be capable of ignition (Q = ∞: the input power is practically zero because
the plasma temperature is sustained by the α-particles). In 1998 the parties endorsed the
design but they could not afford to build it due to the foreseen high cost.
From 1999 until 2001 three parties (EU, JA and RF) further developed a new lower cost
design for ITER with somewhat less ambitious technical objectives [3]. In 2001 negotiations
among the parties (earlier three and now seven: EU, JA, RF, US, China, India and South
Korea) started for the choice of the site and the preparation of the agreement for the joint
construction and operation of ITER. Cadarache (France) was selected as ITER site on 28 June
2005 and the agreement was initialized by the parties on 24 May 2006.
The ITER design (see Fig. 5 and table 1), at a nominal plasma current of 15 MA, has a
significant window for long-pulse operation (300-500s) in inductively-driven D-T plasma
reaching a Q ≥ 10. In addition, a capability for investigating steady-state plasma operation
using non-inductive current drive has also been incorporated in the design and Q = 5 should
be achieved in such conditions.
Central Solenoid

Vacuum Vessel

Toroidal Field Coil
Heating Antenna

Poloidal Field Coil
Divertor

R=6.2
Ip=15MA
Pfus=500MW

Person

Fig. 5: ITER overall view
While achieving sufficient fusion performance, ITER should also be able to
demonstrate some of the enabling technologies essential to a reactor, such as superconducting
magnets, tritium handling, high heat flux component testing, remote handling. In addition
testing of tritium breeding module concepts with a 14 MeV neutron, power load on the first
wall < 0.5 MW/m2 and fluence < 0.3 MWa/m2 is planned.
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4

TECHNOLOGY PROGRAMME

The European Fusion Technology Programme, under the coordination of EFDA (the
European Fusion Development Agreement, established in 1999 as a framework contract
between EURATOM and the European fusion laboratories) is subdivided in two main
programmatic lines of activities [4]:
• the design and the R&D for the Next Step (ITER),
• the development of the additional technologies needed in view of a power reactor
(long term programme).
4.1

Next Step Technology Programme
The main objectives of the Next Step Technology Programme during the last years have

been:
• the development of design and R&D studies in preparation for the procurement of
ITER systems and components [5] in close collaboration with the ITER International
Team,
• the preparation of the new facilities needed for the ITER construction,
• the provision of support to European Associations and Industries in key areas to
ensure a competitive and timely approach to the planned procurement.
In the following some of the main achievements in the above areas of activity are
presented.
4.1.1

Vessel/in Vessel components

The ITER VV consists of nine sectors fabricated from 60 mm thick 316LN-ITER grade
stainless steel plates arranged in a double wall structure. A full-size (20 tonnes) poloidal
sector mock-up has been built and tested to check the efficiency of the jigs in controlling the
shrinkages due to the high numbers of thick welds.
The 440 Shield Blocks (SB) modules consist of water cooled 316 LN massive structures
each mechanically attached to the VV. After demonstration of their manufacturing feasibility,
based on machining and welding processes, emphasis has been put on alternative fabrication
techniques in Europe. Such an alternative is based on powder “Hot Isostatic Pressing”(HIP)
techniques. If this is successful, it has the potential advantages of a higher reliability and
lower fabrication costs.
Each SB module has four or six FW panels depending on the poloidal location. The FW
panel is made of a bi-metallic structure consisting of a 20 mm Cu alloy (CuCrZr) layer
bonded to a 40 mm thick 316LN backing plate having inside cooling channels. The
attachment of the CuCrZr heat sink layer to the backing plate is made by HIPing techniques.
After completion of the bi-metallic structure, the Be armour is joined to the Cu alloy in form
of tiles 10 mm thick: an extensive development work has resulted in the production of very
good joints by solid HIPing. Development work is in progress to join Be to CuCrZr by
inductive brazing, an alternative technique potentially cheaper than HIPing.
The divertor design is based on the so-called “monobloc” concept consisting of a
cooling tube in CuCrZr with a number of carbon fibre composite (CFC) or tungsten (W)
blocks connected to the tube by welding. Small, medium and full-scale prototypes have been
tested successfully at heat flux above the ITER requirements.
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The manufacture of a complete set of full-scale divertor prototypes with dummy armour
is in progress. They will be used for overall flow tests as well as draining and drying tests.
Finally, the components will be used to qualify the remote handling procedures in the
Divertor Refurbishment Platform 2 facility (see section 4.1.3).
4.1.2

Magnet System

The ITER superconducting magnet system consists of three main sub-systems: the 18
TF coils, the Central Solenoid coil (CS) and six PF coils. The CS and the TF coils will use
Nb3Sn conductors while the PF coils will use NbTi conductors.
The basic conductor configuration is circular cable-in-conduit type cooled by a forced
flow of supercritical helium. The cable is formed by multi-stage cabling of superconducting
strands with the final stage consisting of six bundles twisted around a central cooling channel.
During the ITER-Engineering Design Activity (EDA) phase, to demonstrate the
feasibility of the ITER cooling system, two models have been manufactured and tested: the
Toroidal Field Model Coil (TFMC) and the Central Solenoid Model Coil (CSMC).
Both, the TFMC and CSMC achieved their design values without quenching, but the
temperature margin was found to be about 1 K less than expected. R&D is underway to
understand the problems, likely to be related to the design of the conductor, and address this
issue.
The full-size PF conductor in the NbTi has not yet been tested in long length and pulsed
field. Therefore Europe has manufactured a PF Conductor Insert (PFCI) coil with cable
provided by the Russian Federation. The PFCI is a single-layer wound solenoid consisting of
nine turns. It is planned to test such insert at the CSMC facility in Naka (Japan).
4.1.3

Remote Handling

In ITER the Remote Handling (RH) system was broken down into the following six
sub-systems: Blanket RH Equipment, Divertor RH Equipment, Transfer Cask System,
Viewing/Metrology System, Neutral Beam RH Equipment and Hot Cell Repair/Maintenance
Equipment.
Two large projects were launched during the ITER-EDA phase: the Blanket Remote
Maintenance (in Japan) and the Divertor Remote Maintenance (in Europe). According to the
latest ITER procurement sharing arrangements, Europe will provide the divertor RH
equipment, 50% of the transfer cask system, the Neutral Beam RH equipment and the
Tokamak in-vessel viewing system.
Based on the above requirement, Europe is building a test facility named the Divertor
Test Platform 2 at TEKES (Finland).
4.1.4

Safety and Environment

Safety activities have been focused on experimental R&D and safety assessment in
support of ITER licensing. Analyses of all sequences have been undertaken, employed
computer codes are being validated, small-scale experiments have been performed
successfully in relation to the simulation of hydrogen and dust explosion due to air ingress
into vacuum chamber, to ice formation on cryogenic surfaces following steam/water/air
ingress, to dust mobilization and transport during accidents and to busbar arcing behaviour
and consequences. Additionally studies on water and concrete detritiation were carried out to
support optimization of waste management strategies.
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4.2

Long-Term Technology Programme for DEMO

In DEMO the structural and functional materials of the in-vessel components will be
exposed to the very intense flux of fusion neutrons with energies up to 14 MeV, which will
create displacement cascades and transmutation products. Point defects and transmutations
will modify the microstructure, leading to changes in mechanical and physical properties. The
kinetics of the evolution of microstructure due to this irradiation damage depends on time,
temperature and production rates. In addition, the neutron exposed materials will be highly
activated, requiring remote handling for any maintenance and long-term storage of radioactive
waste.
4.2.1

Structural Materials

The structural materials [6] to be used in DEMO should have very special properties:
high radiation resistance up to 100 dpa, low residual activation, reasonable fracture toughness,
high creep strength and good compatibility with the cooling media in as wide an operational
window as possible for the achievement of high thermal efficiency. The most promising
material group for structural applications is the Reduced Activation Ferritic Martensitic
(RAFM) steels. The EU reference material is called EUROFER and consists of 9% CrWVTa
with W, V, Ta contents in the range of 1.0-1.2%, 0.15-0.25% and 0.10-0.14%, respectively
(EUROFER-1). For unirradiated EUROFER nearly all physical properties were measured and
structural design criteria developed. Many irradiation campaigns were performed, but only
very few up to high dpa (displacements per atom) values (40 and 70 dpa). In general,
irradiation causes hardening, strength increase, ductility reduction and fracture toughness
degradation. After irradiation of EUROFER at 610K to 32 dpa the impact toughness is
reduced by approximately 30% and the ductile to brittle transition temperature (DBTT), for
virgin EUROFER at 160K, increased by 200K [7]. Nevertheless, after annealing at 820K for
2 hours, the properties of the virgin materials were almost recovered. This encouraging result
needs to be rechecked and should be demonstrated as a function of repeated irradiation and
annealing campaigns. Finally, as these results were obtained in fission reactors, the influence
of the higher (by a factor of 40) He production rates in a fusion environment must be
analysed. Two large (3.5 and 7.5 tons) batches of EUROFER-1 (see above) have been
produced. Presently studies are ongoing to optimise the composition of EUROFER-1 even
further for the future production of EUROFER-2 with improved physical properties after
irradiation with the final goal to achieve both the ‘Low Activation’ and ‘Low Level Waste’
within a recycling time limit of 100 years.
The most promising additional structural materials for application in DEMO are:
Oxide Dispersion Strengthened (ODS) EUROFER as well as tungsten and its alloys. Each of
these materials has its advantages and drawbacks and will be best used under certain
conditions. These materials offer the use of higher limits of the operational temperature
windows (up to 920/970K for ODS and 1470/1570K for W-alloys) in comparison to
EUROFER. On the other hand, each of these materials still requires a large effort in R&D to
achieve the required properties after production and for determination and understanding of
their behaviour under irradiation. In the cases of W and W-alloys there are presently more
open questions than answers. EUROFER will be used for the construction of DEMO BB
whereas W-alloys are foreseen for the hottest part of the gas-cooled divertor structure.
Characterising the DEMO materials under various irradiation conditions is ongoing in
conventional irradiation facilities such as materials test reactors, fast reactors, spallation
sources, dual and triple ion beam facilities, cyclotrons, etc. These facilities allow the
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experimental determination of the degradation of the physical properties and contribute
strongly to a more profound understanding of the underlying basic radiation damage
processes. Unfortunately, none of these radiation sources shows a neutron spectra equivalent
to a fusion reactor and the results obtained cannot therefore be considered as conservative
limits for fusion.
4.2.2

IFMIF

For a full validation of fusion materials a new facility called IFMIF (see Fig. 6) is
needed, to produce neutron damage and transmutation products very similar to a fusion device
and to allow accelerated testing with damage rates up to 40 dpa/fpy (full power year) in a
limited volume. The far higher production rates of the gaseous transmutation products
hydrogen and helium in fusion, compared with fission applications, are especially
instrumental in generating drastic changes in the evolution of the microstructure.
Test Cell: Target
& Test Modules

PIE Facilities

40

m

Ion Source
RFQ

High Energy Beam
Transport

Li Loop

Fig. 6: International Fusion Materials Irradiation Facility – Overall view
In IFMIF about 1017 neutrons per second will be created by so-called d-Li stripping
reactions when two 125 mA deuteron beams with an energy of 40 MeV strike the 2.5 cm
thick liquid Li jet which flows at high speed to remove the 10 MW heat deposited on a 20 cm
broad by 5 cm high foot print. Recently IFMIF was included in the Broader Approach
framework where the so-called EVEDA (Engineering Validation and Engineering Design
Activities) phase foreseen for six years will be undertaken by a joint collaboration between
Japan and EU [8]. The purpose of EVEDA is to design, build and test major components of
IFMIF in order to reduce the technical risks during final construction. Assuming the start of
EVEDA in 2007 and six years of construction, full power operation could be possible in
2019, meaning almost in parallel to ITER and in time for the detailed design of DEMO.
4.2.3

Multiscale modelling of radiation defects in fusion

Multiscale modelling of irradiation effects in fusion materials [9] has the potential to
significantly improve the understanding of the processes leading from the atomistic defects to
the changes of the mechanical properties. The physics of the radiation effects is described at
the atomic scale by well-defined concepts and characteristic energy parameters controlling the
diffusion mechanisms and the dislocation dynamics. Experimental validation of the modelling
tools is becoming a high priority. Multiple ion beam facilities such as JANNUS presently
being assembled at CEA Saclay and Orsay will be used to test kinetic modelling tools and
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dislocation dynamics in radiation modified microstructures. The objective is that future
modelling will establish correlations between experimental results achieved under different
irradiation conditions, help in planning the R&D for radiation resistant materials, optimise the
IFMIF test matrix and allow extrapolation of physical properties to DEMO relevant operation
parameters.
4.2.4 Breeding blankets and test blanket modules
EUROFER will be used in the first generation of breeding blankets (BB) which are
those requiring the smallest extrapolation in technology: the Helium-cooled liquid LithiumLead (HCLL) and the Helium-cooled Pebble-Bed (HCPB) concepts. Breeding blankets have
to fulfil mainly three objectives: i) production of tritium by (n, Li) reactions, ii) extraction of
the plasma and nuclear heat loads from the BB by an appropriate coolant and iii) gamma and
neutron shielding to protect the vacuum vessel and the superconducting magnets. The
structural components of the BB near the plasma are cooled to remove the plasma and nuclear
heat loads via He circulated at high pressure through internal channels. Special fabrication
technologies are to be developed to produce these leak tight internal channels. In the HCLL
the liquid LiPb (Li serves as tritium breeding material and Pb as neutron multiplier) is
circulated at low speed to extract the tritium outside the BB and to avoid pressure drops due
to MHD (Magnetohydrodynamics) effects. In the HCPB concept a purge stream of He
passing through the Li-ceramic (Li4SiO4, Li2TiO3) and Be neutron multiplier pebbles
transports the released tritium to the external tritium extraction system. These two concepts
could also use ODS EUROFER in a more developed state. So-called Test Blanket Modules
(TBMs) manufactured using EUROFER will be installed in the horizontal ports of ITER from
first day of operation to test their performance together with the required auxiliary systems
under fusion conditions ‘similar’ to DEMO.
The tritium self-sufficiency is another important key issue for BBs of future tritium
burning fusion devices because large external tritium sources for continuous tritium supply
are not available. To achieve a high tritium production rate the ratio of the volumes occupied
by the structural and functional materials needs to be minimised. This can be achieved when
the structural materials maintain their mechanical and physical properties and the installation
of excessively thick walls is not necessary. The tritium handled needs to be controlled as
tritium can easily permeate through steel walls at elevated temperatures. In DEMO due to the
large amounts of tritium present the EUROFER walls in contact with tritium need to be
coated with antipermation layers to avoid the transfer of tritium from the breeding volumes
into the He coolant gas loop and finally into the environment.
5

CONCLUSIONS

Fusion plasmas with significant thermonuclear reactions have been produced in Tokamaks,
JET in particular. These successful results have helped the definition of the ITER design, the
machine which will to a large extent address the scientific and technical feasibility of fusion
power. In the meantime, components exposed to significant nuclear radiation (breeding
blanket, divertor and first wall) and the low activation structural materials (EUROFER, ODS)
are being developed. Further knowledge of fusion materials will be obtained in the IFMIF
facility, the intense high-energy neutron source based on D-Li stripping reactions.
In preparation for the ITER component procurement, Europe is performing a large amount of
design and R&D work in all the relevant technology areas. In the Long Term Programme the
optimization and qualification of the EUROFER steel is in progress, the EVEDA phase of
IFMIF will start in 2007 and two Test Blanket Modules will be tested in ITER.
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This integrated programme aims to allow starting the final design and construction of a
DEMO reactor in about 20 years from now.
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